The Primary Love Template Workshop
When: Friday October 6, 2017 - Noon to 4:30PM
Where: Fish Hatchery, 417 Main Street, Delafield, WI 53018
Cost: $100, which includes a copy of Henosis.

Neuroscientists have discovered that humans possess mirror neuron systems that may be
associated with social development, self-awareness, emotional connection such as empathy, and
intention. I suspect this is the mechanism an infants and children use to develop, what I term primary love
templates. Everyone has entrained patterns that deserve celebration and others…reexamination. Without
self-reflection we are likely to replay the same scenarios witnessed in our youth.
Primary love templates become protagonists and/or antagonists in our human drama and move
us toward our destiny to discover what love is and what love is not. Idealistically, as adults we know what
we want, have principles and pursue our dreams from a foundation of focused intention, heartfelt passion
and disciplined behavior. Whether positive or negative, life provides mirrors, which help us see our
reflection, discover our purpose and liberate us from recycling dysfunctional life scripts and ancestral
templates.
All the positive or negative sensations we experience during our formative years are encrypted in
neural circuits as forms of love. Similarly to the gravitational force on earth, mental patterns and the
expectation of love are very compelling. We treat ourselves this way internally and externally treat others
similarly from this first love template until we have a reason reexamine it. A primary love template has
two phases of self-awareness:
The initial phase of the primary love template occurs when:
•

As children, we accept the entire positive and negative milieu witnessed while growing up as
normal, which becomes our primary love template.

•

Every behavioral pattern, emotional reaction and mental belief system our
parents/caregivers model is encoded into neural circuits and mirrored patterns and recycled
internally and/or externally.

•

We pass through the “second phase of awareness” as our models are hardwired into life
scripts; we then proceed to treat ourselves in similar ways.

The crucial points of the second phase of the primary love template include:
•

Parental models become prescriptive templates that we recycle internally. As adults, we
treat ourselves in similar ways throughout life until we realize that we reproduced these
templates within ourselves.

•

As adults we then attract people, places and especially lovers that will mirror every
spectacular and dysfunctional template buried within until we see their reflection, reach a
resolution and address our illusions.

The second phase of self-awareness reminds us to appreciate our spectacular and dysfunctional
scripts that were originally encrypted in our primary love template. Unraveling our own riddles and the
illusions modeled by others is daunting.
This experiential workshop will address:
•

Infantile, childish and adolescent stress responses

•

Unproductive belief systems and mental monkeys

•

Resolving and rewiring Primary Love Templates

•

The qualities of an emotionally mature adult

*******************************************************************************************
Registration Options:
1.

Fill out form below and mail along with check for $100 to:
a. Eric Ehrke - 827 N. Cass Street, Milwaukee, WI 53202

- OR 2.

Email your name, phone, address & email to: eric.ehrke@mac.com and PAY via the Venmo app.
Please be sure to include the subject: Primary Love Template
a. Send a friend request to eric-ehrke on Venmo
b. Send $100 via Venmo to @eric-ehrke

CONTACT Information:
Email: eric.ehrke@mac.com
Websites: ericehrke.com or therapieseast.com
Phone: 414-278-7980 x101
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------th

REGISTRATION: The Primary Love Template Workshop – Oct 6 , 2017 - $100.00
Name: __________________________________________ Phone #: _____________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
Email: ____________________________________________________________

